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Tentative topic:
“The staff of the medical school – challenges and 
opportunities” 

Recruitment and training of staff•	
How many of the staff in basic science subjects need •	
to be medical doctors?
Management of contracts of staff who have a •	
hospital as well as a medical school appointment
A problem of vital importance in many countries is •	
the disparity between salaries paid to clinical staff 
at medical schools, and salaries for their colleagues 
in the health care system. It is difficult to recruit and 
motivate a professor of medicine when he or she 
will be paid less than other physicians doing similar 
clinical work in the same teaching hospital. 

The Conference will examine these and many other 
important questions and promises to be of interest to 
everyone concerned with management of a medical 
school and its staff. 

We look forward to welcoming you in Ljubljana in 
2011.
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Further information at http://www.amse-med.eu/meetings.html 

Slovenia is surrounded by high Alps on north-west and the Adriatic Sea in the South. It is a land where Pannonian plains meet the mysteri-
ous Karst, where hills and valleys show off their intact nature. Mountains, lakes, waterfalls, forests, caves, green hills, plains, rivers and the 
sea - all on 20.273 km2 of land. Beautiful nature is filled with historic and natural monuments. 

The capital of Slovenia is Ljubljana, a charming city with an old centre where many beautiful masterpieces designed by famous architects 
can be seen. In summertime Ljubljana hosts a variety of different cultural events, so the city is always full of life.The coast offers clear sea, 
water sports and beautiful sights of nature and medieval towns, or taking a boat to nearby Venice. Making short trips across Slovenia is 
easy and there is a lot to see: historical towns, famous Lipica Stud Farm – the cradle of the Lipizzaner horse, the world famous Postojna 
cave, and more. Those who enjoy mountains, clear rivers and lakes should visit Bled, Bohinj, Soča river valley, Kranjska gora and hike to 
many of the nearby mountains. Slovenia is also known for its great wines and delicious traditional food that would satisfy even those with 
a discerning taste. For more information log on to http://www.slovenia.info.
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